We propose an exchange rate model which is a hybrid of the conventional specification with monetary fundamentals and the Evans-Lyons microstructure approach. It argues that the failure of the monetary model is principally due to private preference shocks which render the demand for money unstable. These shocks to liquidity preference are revealed through order flow. We estimate a model augmented with order flow variables, using a unique data set: almost 100 monthly observations on inter-dealer order flow on dollar/euro and dollar/yen. The augmented macroeconomic, or "hybrid", model exhibits out of sample forecasting improvement over the basic macroeconomic and random walk specifications.
Introduction
One of the most enduring problems in international economics is the 'exchange rate disconnect' puzzle. Numerous structural or arbitrage approaches have been tried. The in-sample and forecasting goodness of fit of these models were evaluated by Cheung, Chinn and Garcia Pascual (2005 (a) and (b)). Their conclusions are not unfamiliar:
"the results do not point to any given model/specification combination as being very successful. On the other hand, some models seem to do well at certain horizons, for certain criteria. And indeed, it may be that one model will do well for one exchange rate, and not for another."
Recently, Gourinchas and Rey (2007) have used the external budget constraint to devise a sophisticated measure of external imbalance which has forecasting power for exchange rate changes over some horizons.
1 However, the framework seems to be limited to some of the institutional features of the US dollar and is ex-ante silent on the timing and the composition of external adjustment between price and quantity.
The most theoretically and empirically startling innovation in the literature has been the introduction of a finance microstructure concept -order flow -to explain 1 See an extended analysis on bilateral exchange rates using this framework in Alquist and Chinn (2008) .
exchange rate movements. In a series of papers Evans and Lyons 2 (2002, 2005, 2008) , have shown that order flow contemporaneously explains a significant proportion of the high-frequency variation in exchange rates. Evans (2008) is particularly close to this paper in its emphasis on the importance of integrating macroeconomics with the microstructure approach. Though their theoretical framework is also very convincing, it has been difficult to evaluate its merit at standard macroeconomic frequencies because of the proprietary nature of the data.
This paper fills this gap as it presents results on almost 100 monthly observations of order flow nested within a conventional framework 3 .
In Section 2 we discuss the theoretical motivation for the hybrid monetary fundamentals-order flow model we adopt. In Section 3 we outline the characteristics of the data we employ in this study. Section 4 replicates the Evans and Lyons (2002) results at the monthly frequency, confirming the fact that the order flow data we use (and the sample period examined) are representative. Our empirical methodology and basic in-sample results are discussed in Section 5. The next section reports some of the robustness tests implemented. Section 7 reports the preliminary results of our outof-sample validation exercises that demonstrate the predictive power of the hybrid model. The final section makes some concluding remarks.
Theoretical Background

The Representative Agent
The central assertion of the paper is that at least one of the parameters of the utility function is privately known and can only be revealed through trading. To fix ideas, consider the following variation on the standard monetary model: Let the utility function be the following special case of a CES function:
( )
Where , j H F = for home and foreign respectively; The CES parameter, θ , and the discount rate, δ , are common knowledge but the parameter governing the demand for money is idiosyncratic and follows a unit root process as follows:
Where j t ε is an i.i.d. random error with the property that
The idea that preference shocks can used to explain asset pricing is not eccentric. This is the main concept behind Campbell and Cochrane (1999) which has already been applied to an exchange rate setting by Moore and Roche (2002 , 2007 as well as Verdelhan (2007) .
Equation (1) is maximised subject to the budget constraint: 
Policy Framework
The assumptions that we make about policy are designed to be as unrestrictive as possible. We assume that the supply of money accommodates any level of money 4 In equations (5) and subsequent equations,
We also assume that nominal interest rates are set in accordance with a Taylor rule:
where is the current rate of inflation in country j.
* is the real interest rate in country j.
* and * are target levels of inflation and consumption. 
The lagged interest rate term allows for optimal interest rate policy persistence by the central bank 6 . Denoting the home price of foreign currency as t s , using PPP, and equating (6) and (7) we have: 
The terms in the square brackets on the right hand side of equation (8) constitute a fairly uncontroversial way of expressing the monetary model. The novel feature is the final term in curly brackets. Assuming the substitution semi-elasticity of the demand for money, θ , is 'small', variations in velocity for each country's will be largely driven by j t β . The 'exchange rate disconnect' puzzle is here explained by instability in the demand for money itself. Since the parameters j t β (and their relation), are unknown in advance, they can only be revealed though the act of trading itself i.e. through foreign exchange order flow. This is a simplified way of thinking about the role in exchange rate determination of portfolio balance shocks as put forward by 5 An earlier version of the paper implicitly assumed a policy of monetary targeting with which this analysis is also compatible. What matters is that monetary policy is based on common knowledge information only. 6 The specification of the real activity target in terms of consumption is slightly unusual. It is designed for compatibility with the consumption demand for money in equations (5) and (6). Flood and Rose (1999) . More specifically, shocks to liquidity demands is one of the motivations offered for the link between order flow and exchange rate in the seminal paper by Evans and Lyons (2002) . The contention of this paper is that cumulative shocks to liquidity demand, as specified by equation (2) 
Data
The data is monthly from January 1999 to January 2007 (see the Data Appendix for greater detail, and summary statistics). Two currency pairs are considered: dollar/euro and dollar/yen.
The most novel aspect of the data is the long span of order flow data. That data was obtained from Electronic Broking Services (EBS). This is one of the two major For dollar/euro, the base currency is the euro while the dollar is the base currency for dollar/yen. In the empirical exercise, we standardize the data by converting OFEURUSD into dollar terms so that the order flow variable enters into each equation analogously. 7 In some of the robustness checks, the order flow variables are normalized by volume (also adjusted into dollar terms). The raw order flow and order flow volume data are depicted in Figures 1 and 2 .
A note of caution about the definition of order flow is worth entering at this point.
We follow the convention of signing a trade using the direction of the market order rather than the limit order. For the current data set, this is carried out electronically by EBS and we do not need to rely on approximate algorithms such as that proposed by Lee and Ready (1991) . The reason why the market order is privileged as the source of information is that the trader foregoes the spread in favor of immediacy when she hits the bid or takes the offer in a limit order book. Nevertheless, an informed trader can optimally choose to enter a limit order rather than a market order though she is less likely to do so. For a fuller discussion of this issue, see Hollifield, Miller and Sandas (2004) and Parlour (1998) .
The other data are standard. Monthly data were downloaded from the IMF's
International Financial Statistics. The exchange rate data used for prediction are endof-month. The exchange rate data used to convert order flow, as well as the interest rate data, are period average, which is most appropriate given the order flow data are in flow terms. In our basic formulation, money is M2 (the ECB-defined M3 for Euro 7 OFUSDJPY is multiplied by a negative sign to generate the corresponding yen variable.
area), inflation is 1 month log-differenced CPI, annualized. 8 Note that we proxy consumption with industrial production (in logs), in line with standard practice.
The key variables, the exchange rates and transformed order flow series are displayed in Figures 3 and 4 for the dollar/euro and dollar/yen, respectively. Note that in these graphs, the exchange rates are defined (dollar/euro and dollar/yen) and order flow transformed so that the implied coefficient is positive. 
Replicating the Evans-Lyons Results
In order to verify that the results we obtain are not driven by any particular idiosyncratic aspects of our data set, we first replicate the results obtained by Evans and Lyons (2002). They estimate regressions of the form (7).
Where i are short term nominal interest rates and of is order flow. The estimates we obtain are reported in Table 1 . Several observations are noteworthy. First, the proportion of variation explained goes up substantially when order flow in levels is included.
Second, the interest differential coefficient is only statistically significant (with the anticipated sign 10 ) when the order flow variables are omitted, and then only in the dollar/euro case. Inclusion of the order flow variables reduce the economic and statistical significance of the interest rate differential in this case. In short, any suspicion that the Evans-Lyons result is an artefact of high-frequency data is firmly dispelled. The results are, however, consistent with those of Berger et al. (2006) who argue that the Evans Lyons result is relatively weaker at lower frequencies.
Empirics
We implement the rest of the portion of the paper in the following manner.
a) The Johansen Procedure is applied to test for cointegration between the exchange rates, cumulative order flow and model fundamentals (here taken to be money, income, interest and inflation rates), as suggested by equation 8.
Notice that except for order flow, the macroeconomic variables of importance are the same as those in the sticky price monetary model of exchange rates, assuming the targets are constant.
b) The dynamic OLS procedure of Stock and Watson (2003) is used to obtain the long run coefficients.
c) The implied error correction model is estimated.
d) Out of sample forecasts for different models are compared
Testing for Cointegration
The first step in the cointegration test procedure is to determine the optimal lag length. We evaluated the VAR specifications implied by the basic model and the basic model augmented by the order flow variable (in this case cumulated). We term this latter version the "hybrid" model. Note that we de-mean the order flow data, so that we remove a deterministic time trend from the cumulative order flow series.
The Akaike Information Criterion typically selects a fairly short lag length of one or two lags in the VAR specification. However, these specifications also typically exhibit substantial serial correlation in the residuals, according to inspection of the autocorrelograms up to lag 12. In contrast, the residuals appear serially uncorrelated when four lags are included in the VARs. Hence, we opt to fix on the four lag specification.
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We applied the Johansen (1988) maximum likelihood procedure to confirm that the presence of cointegration, and to account for the possibility of multiple cointegrating vectors. Table 2 reports the results of our tests.
The first three columns of Table 2 The numbers pertain to the implied number of cointegrating vectors using the trace and maximal eigenvalue statistics (e.g., "2,1" indicates the trace and maximal eigenvalue statistics indicate 2 and 1 cointegrating vectors, respectively). Since the number of observations is not altogether large relative to the number of coefficients 11 Only in the USD/JPY hybrid model case does a 3 lag specification appear plausible. To maintain consistency across specifications, we retain the four lag specification in all cases.
estimated in the VARs, we also report the results obtained when using the adjustment to obtain finite sample critical values suggested by Cheung and Lai (1993) . Hence, "Asy" entries denote results pertaining to asymptotic critical values, and "fs", to finite sample critical values.
Inspection of Table 2 confirms that that it is fairly easy to find evidence of cointegration using the 5% marginal significance level. The specification selected by the AIC for the basic model is one that omits a constant in the VAR equation for the dollar/euro, and one including a constant in both the cointegrating vector and the VAR for the dollar/yen. In the case of the hybrid model, there is again some diversity of results. For the dollar/euro, there seems to be some argument for no trend in the cointegrating relationship, while a trend appears in the cointegrating vector for the dollar/yen.
Table 2 also indicates that it is quite easy to obtain evidence of cointegration -and indeed cointegration with multiple long run relationships -using the asymptotic critical values. We opt to put greater weight on the finite sample critical values.
The resulting results are highly suggestive that there is one cointegrating vector in almost all cases; we proceed accordingly. 12 This conclusion points to an important role for cumulative order flow in determining long term exchange rates but only in combination with monetary fundamentals.
12 Note that while we could rely upon the Johansen procedure to obtain estimates of the long run and short run coefficients, we decided to rely upon the DOLS procedure, in large part because the estimates we obtained via this method were so implausibly large, and sensitive to specification. In addition, Stock and Watson (1993) present simulation results that indicate that DOLS estimates are less dispersed than Johansen estimates.
Estimating the Long Run Relationships and the Error Correction Models
We estimate the cointegrating relationship using dynamic OLS (Stock and Watson, 1993) , which is appropriate if there is one cointegrating vector. The procedure involves running a regression involving two leads and lags of first differences of the right hand side variables.
Where X is a vector of monetary fundamentals and cumulative order flow, τ is a time trend (which is suppressed in some specifications). Using these estimates, error correction terms are defined thus:
And then incorporated into single equation error correction models.
Where φ should take on a negative value, significantly different from zero, if the exchange rate responds to disequilibria in the fundamentals.
In the results that are reported, a standardized specification incorporating one lag of first differenced monetary fundamentals, is used. One could adopt a general-tospecific methodology with the objective of identifying a parsimonious specification.
Typically, such an approach leads to error correction models with short lags (a lag or at most two of first differenced terms), with perhaps income and inflation variables omitted. In order to maintain consistency of specifications across models, we opt to present the results of models incorporating only one lag of the differenced monetary fundamentals. 13 In some specifications, order flow is entered in contemporaneously, including the one that incorporates cumulative order flow in the cointegrating relationship.
Long-and Short-Run Coefficients
The results of estimating these equations for the dollar/euro and dollar/yen are reported in Tables 3 and 4, respectively. 14 Turning first to cumulative order flow is not included in the cointegrating relation). So order flow is clearly important in determining the rate of exchange rate depreciation (notice that the adjusted R-squared rises from 1% to 26%).
The cointegration tests suggest that cumulative order flow does enter into the cointegrating relationship. The specification in column [4] conforms to that specification. Allowing the cumulative order flow to enter into the long run relationship, and order flow into the short run relationship, explains a large proportion of variation in the exchange rate change (25%). In addition, the cumulative order flow variable is very significant.
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Turning to the dollar/yen results in Table 4 , one observes that the monetary fundamentals do seem to be important in the long run (column [1]); the error correction term coefficient is statistically significant and negative as expected.
However, inclusion of contemporaneous order flow increases the adjusted R 2 substantially, from 0.14 to 0.47. Lagged order flow has no similar impact.
Cumulative (demeaned) order flow also appears important for the long run behaviour of the exchange rate (column [4]), although when cumulative order flow is included at the same time as the contemporaneous order flow variable, the proportion of variation adjusted for degrees of freedom is lower than in column [2] .
To sum up the results from this section, there does appear to be significant evidence of a long run relationship between exchange rates and monetary fundamentals augmented by cumulative order flow. Even when cumulative order flow might be argued to not enter into the long run relationship (i.e., in the case of the dollar/yen), it is clear that order flow always enters into the short run relation.
Robustness Tests
We have investigated a number of variations to the basic specifications, to check whether the empirical results are robust.
• Order flow vs. normalized order flow
• M1 vs M2
• 3 month vs. 1 month inflation
• Quarterly vs. monthly data
We deal with each of these issues in turn. and [6]- [7] in Tables 3 and 4) does not result in any appreciable change in the results.
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Money measures. While the substitution of narrow money for M2 results in slightly different results, particularly with respect to the short-and long-run coefficients on the money variable, the impact on the general pattern of estimates is not significant. In particular, the coefficient on the cumulative order flow variables remain significant.
Quarterly data. At the cost of considerable reduction in the number of observations, one can switch to quarterly data. The benefit is that one can then use real GDP as a measure of economic activity, rather than the more narrow industrial production variable. As a check, we re-estimated the error correction models (both in a constrained version, using nonlinear least squares, and in an unconstrained version using OLS). What we find is that we recover the same general results as that obtained using the monthly data. While money coefficients remain wrong-signed (as do income variables for the yen), the order flow and cumulative order flow variables show up as economically and statistically significant.
Out-of-sample Forecasting
As is well known, findings of good in-sample fit do not often prove durable. Hence, we adopt the convention in the empirical exchange rate modeling literature of implementing "rolling regressions." That is, estimates are applied over an initial data 16 Another point related to order flow is that net order flow is positive in the raw data. This can be ascribed to a data recording error. As long as the level of order flow enters in the level in the error correction specification, then only the constant is affected. However, when the cumulated order flow enters into the long run relationship, a deterministic trend is introduced. We can address this by allowing a deterministic trend in the data. A direct way to address this issue is by demeaning the raw order flow data. Using demeaned order flow has no impact on the order flow coefficient, but changes substantially the long run coefficient on cumulated order flow.
sample up to 2003(12) , out-of-sample forecasts produced, then the sample is moved up, or "rolled" forward one observation before the procedure is repeated. This process continues until all the out-of-sample observations are exhausted. 17 To standardise the results, we generate our forecasts for the monetary model from the simple specifications of column (1) in both Tables 3 and 4 . For the hybrid model, we use column (4) from both Tables.
Forecasts are recorded for horizons of 1, 3, and 6 months ahead. We could evaluate forecasts of greater length, but we are mindful of the fact that the sample we have reserved for the out of sample forecasting constitutes only three years worth of observations.
Instead of implementing the two-stage procedure outlined in Section 5, we collapse the procedure into a one-step non-linear least squares estimation of an unconstrained error correction model, with one lag of each of the first differences of all variables.
One key difference between our implementation of the error correction specification and that undertaken in some other studies involves the treatment of the cointegrating vector. In some other prominent studies, the cointegrating relationship is estimated over the entire sample, and then out of sample forecasting undertaken, where the short run dynamics are treated as time varying but the long-run relationship is not. This approach follows the spirit of the Cheung, Chinn and Garcia Pascual (2005b) exercise.
The results for the dollar/euro are reported in The results are slightly different in the case of the dollar/yen (see Table 6 ). There, by the RMSE criterion, the hybrid model substantially outperforms the monetary model at all horizons, and the Evans-Lyons specifications at 1 and 3 month horizons. Indeed, the hybrid model even outperforms the random walk specification at the 1 and 3 month horizons.
Conclusion
We have laid out a simple and transparent framework in which non-stationary private liquidity preference shocks give rise to instability in the demand for money and the 18 The particular specification we use conforms to columns [3] and [7] in Table 1 . 19 The RMSE for the hybrid model is smaller than the random walk at the 3 and 6 month horizons if non-demeaned cumulative order flow data is used. Given the upward bias in the model-based RMSE versus the random walk RMSE (see Clark and West, 2007) , this suggests an improvement vis à vis the random walk benchmark. apparent failure of the monetary model of exchange rates. Cumulative order flow tracks these shocks and provides the 'missing link' to augmenting the explanatory power of conventional monetary models. We show that the hybrid model beats both the monetary model and a random walk in a simple forecasting exercise. Berger et al. (2006) concluded that while order flow plays a crucial role in high-frequency exchange rate movements, its role in driving long-term fluctuations is much more limited. We contend that this conclusion is premature.
In summary, we find substantial evidence to support our proposition that order flow is an important variable in exchange rate determination, whose role can be rationalized on the basis of a straightforward macroeconomic model. One of the appetizing implications of the household optimizing problem as specified in equations (1) to (4) is that consumption in country j also depends on the unit root parameter 
Data Appendix
For the conventional macroeconomic variables, monthly frequency data were downloaded from International Financial Statistics (accessed November 4, 2007).
End of month data used for exchange rates when used as a dependent variable.
Interest rates are monthly averages of daily data, and are overnight rates (Fed Funds for the US, interbank rates for the euro area, and call money rate for Japan). In the basic regressions, money is M2 (the ECB-defined M3 for Euro area), although specifications using M1 were also estimated. Consumption is proxied by industrial production, while inflation is 1 month log-differenced CPI in the basic regressions.
Specifications were also estimated using 3 month and 12 month log-differenced CPI as a measure of inflation. Money, industrial production and CPIs are seasonally adjusted.
Order flow was obtained from Electronic Broking Services (EBS). In order to make the specifications consistent across currencies, the order flow data is converted to dollar terms by dividing by the period-average exchange rate (for OFEURUSD) and by putting a negative in front (for OFUSDJPY). Hence, the exchange rates are defined (USD/EUR, USD/JPY) and order flow transformed so that the implied coefficient is positive.
In some unreported regressions, the order flows are normalized by volume. Order flow volume was also converted to dollar terms, in the same manner that order flow was converted.
For the quarterly regressions (not reported), we use end-of-period exchange rates, and the last month of each quarter for interest rates and inflation rates. The income variable is US GDP (2000$), and for Euro area and Japan, GDP volume (1995 ref.) . 
